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We determine the quantum ground-state properties of ultracold bosonic atoms interacting with the

mode of a high-finesse resonator. The atoms are confined by an external optical lattice, whose period is

incommensurate with the cavity mode wavelength, and are driven by a transverse laser, which is resonant

with the cavity mode. While for pointlike atoms photon scattering into the cavity is suppressed, for

sufficiently strong lasers quantum fluctuations can support the buildup of an intracavity field, which in

turn amplifies quantum fluctuations. The dynamics is described by a Bose-Hubbard model where the

coefficients due to the cavity field depend on the atomic density at all lattice sites. Quantum Monte Carlo

simulations and mean-field calculations show that, for large parameter regions, cavity backaction forces

the atoms into clusters with a checkerboard density distribution. Here, the ground state lacks superfluidity

and possesses finite compressibility, typical of a Bose glass. This system constitutes a novel setting where

quantum fluctuations give rise to effects usually associated with disorder.
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Bragg diffraction is a manifestation of the wave proper-
ties of light and provides a criterion for the existence of
long-range order in the scattering medium [1]. Bragg
diffraction of light by atoms in optical lattices was mea-
sured for various geometries and settings, from gratings of
laser-cooled atoms [2–5] to ultracold bosons in the Mott-
insulator (MI) phase [6]. In most of these setups, the
mechanical effect of the scattered light on the density
distribution of the atomic medium is negligible, while
photon recoil can give rise to visible effects in the spectrum
of the diffracted light [7].

Recent work proposed to use high-finesse optical reso-
nators to enhance light scattering into one spatial direction
so as to reveal properties of the medium’s quantum state by
measuring the light at the cavity output [7,8]. These pro-
posals assume that backaction of the cavity field on the
atoms can be discarded. Such an assumption is, however,
not valid in the regime considered in Refs. [9–14]: Here, the
strong coupling between cavity and atoms can induce the
formation of stable Bragg gratings in cold [9,10] and ultra-
cold atomic gases [11–14] that coherently scatter light from
a transverse laser into the cavity mode. This phenomenon
occurs when the intensity of the pump exceeds a certain
threshold [10,11,13,15]. At ultralow temperatures the self-
organized medium is a supersolid [13], while for larger
pump intensities incompressible phases are expected [16].

Let now the atoms be inside a high-finesse standing-
wave cavity and form a periodic structure, like the one
sketched in Fig. 1, whose period �0=2 is incommensurate
with the cavity-mode wavelength �. If the atoms are point-
like scatterers, or deep in a MI phase of the external
potential, there is no coherent scattering from a transverse
laser into the cavity mode [8,17]. Quantum fluctuations,
however, will induce scattering into the cavity, thus the

creation of a weak potential with periodicity � which is
incommensurate with �0. In this Letter, we derive a Bose-
Hubbard model for the system in Fig. 1 and show that
cavity backaction gives rise to an additional term in the
atomic energy which depends on the density at all lattice
sites. Even for weak probe fields this results in the for-
mation of patterns which maximize scattering into the
cavity mode and can exhibit finite compressibility with
no long-range coherence. This feature, typical of disor-
dered systems, corresponds to a Bose-glass phase for suf-
ficiently deep potentials [18–21] and here emerges due to
the nonlocal quantum potential of the cavity field. Our
work extends studies predicting glassiness in multimode
cavities [22,23].

FIG. 1 (color online). Ultracold atoms are tightly confined by
an optical lattice of periodicity �0=2. They are driven by a weak
transverse laser at Rabi frequency � and strongly coupled to the
mode of a standing-wave cavity both at wavelength �. Since �
and �0 are incommensurate, light is scattered into the cavity
mode because of quantum fluctuations. It then gives rise to an
incommensurate long-range interaction between the atoms
which modifies the density distribution.
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To analyze the quantum dynamics of the atom-cavity
system, we assume that the atomic motion is confined to
the x-z plane, where r ¼ ðx; zÞ is the atomic position. The
laser and cavity mode have wave vector kL ¼ kx̂ and
kcav ¼ kẑ, respectively, and polarizations such that only
a two-level dipolar transition at frequency !0 is driven.
Moreover, the scattering processes are coherent, which is
warranted when the detuning �a ¼ !L �!0 of the pump
frequency !L from !0 has modulus much larger than the
transition linewidth, the strength of the atom-photon cou-
pling, and j�cj, with �c ¼ !L �!c the detuning of the
pump from the mode frequency [13,16]. Let â and ây be
the operators annihilating and creating a cavity photon and

ĉ ðrÞ be the atomic field operator with ½ĉ ðrÞ; ĉ yðr0Þ� ¼
�ð2Þðr� r0Þ. In the reference frame rotating at fre-
quency !L, the Hamiltonian governing the coherent dy-

namics reads Ĥ ¼ �@�câ
yâþ Ĥa þ Ĥi, with Ĥ‘¼a;i ¼R

drĉ yðrÞĤ ‘ðrÞĉ ðrÞ. Here, Ĥ aðrÞ ¼ @
2

2mr2 þ V0ðrÞ þ
Gsn̂ðrÞ þ V1cos

2ðkxÞ describes the atom dynamics in the
absence of the resonator and in the presence of the external
periodic potential V0ðrÞ ¼ Vtfcos2ðk0zÞ þ �cos2ðk0xÞg
with wave number k0, depth Vt along z, and aspect ratio

�. Moreover, n̂ðrÞ ¼ ĉ yðrÞĉ ðrÞ is the atomic density
operator, Gs is the strength of s-wave collisions, and V1 ¼
@�2=�a such that jV1j is the depth of the dynamical Stark
shift induced by the transverse standing-wave laser at Rabi
frequency �. The atom-cavity coupling reads

Ĥ iðrÞ ¼ @U0cos
2ðkzÞâyâþ @S0 cos ðkxÞcos ðkzÞðây þ âÞ;

(1)

where U0 ¼ g20=�a is the dynamical Stark shift per cavity

photon and g0 is the vacuum Rabi frequency at a cavity-
field maximum [16,24]. The frequency S0 ¼ g0�=�a is
the amplitude of scattering a laser photon into the cavity
mode by one atom. The corresponding term describes the
coherent pump on the cavity field via scattering by the
atoms and depends on the atomic positions within the field.
It gives rise to a large intracavity-photon number ncav when
the atoms form a Bragg grating with periodicity 2�=k. This
would correspond to choosing k ¼ k0: ncav then depends
on the balance between the superradiant scattering strength
S0N and the rate of cavity loss �. On the contrary, in this
work we take k and k0 to be incommensurate and analyze
the effect of cavity backaction when the atoms are tightly
confined by the potential V0ðrÞ and weakly pumped by the
transverse laser.

We now sketch the derivation of the Bose-Hubbard
Hamiltonian for the atom dynamics. We first assume that
in the time scale �t the atomic motion does not signifi-
cantly evolve while the cavity field has reached a local
steady state,

R
tþ�t
t âð�Þd�=�t � âst, where the time evo-

lution is governed by the Heisenberg-Langevin equation
_̂a ¼ ½â; Ĥ�=i@� �âþ ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2�
p

âinðtÞ, with âinðtÞ the input

noise, ½âinðtÞ; âyinðt0Þ� ¼ �ðt� t0Þ. The conditions for a

time-scale separation are set by the inequality j�c þ
i�j�t � 1 and by the assumption that coupling strengths
between atoms and fields are much smaller than 1=�t [25].
The stationary field reads

âst ¼ S0Ẑ

ð�c �U0ŶÞ þ i�
þ i

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2�

p
�̂ain

ð�c �U0ŶÞ þ i�
; (2)

with �̂ain the input noise averaged over �t. Here, Ŷ ¼
R
d2rcos2ðkzÞn̂ðrÞ and Ẑ ¼ R

d2r cos ðkzÞ cos ðkxÞn̂ðrÞ
describe the shift of the cavity resonance and coherent
scattering amplitude, respectively, due to the atomic den-
sity distributions. The noise term can be neglected when
the mean intracavity-photon number is larger than its

fluctuations, i.e., jS0hẐij � �. In this limit, one can moni-
tor the state of the atoms via the field at the cavity output,

âout ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2�

p
âst � âin [17]. Using Eq. (2) for â in Eq. (1)

leads to an effective Hamiltonian, from which we derive a
Bose-Hubbard model assuming that the atoms are tightly

trapped in the lowest band of V0ðrÞ. We use ĉ ðrÞ ¼
P

iwiðrÞb̂i, with wiðrÞ the Wannier function centered at

the minimum ri of potential V0ðrÞ and b̂i the bosonic
operator annihilating a particle at ri. We apply the thermo-

dynamic limit where S0 ¼ s0=
ffiffiffiffi
K

p
and U0 ¼ u0=K with K

the number of lattice sites [16] and obtain the Bose-
Hubbard Hamiltonian

Ĥ BH¼
XK

i¼1

�
U

2
n̂iðn̂i�1Þ��̂in̂i�

X

hj;ii
t̂iðb̂yi b̂jþH:c:Þ

�
; (3)

with n̂i ¼ b̂yi b̂i the on site atomic density, U ¼
Gs

R
d2r½wiðrÞ�4 the on site interaction strength, �̂i the

site-dependent chemical potential, t̂i the tunneling coeffi-

cient, and hj; ii the sum over nearest neighbors. Here, �̂i ¼
�ð0Þ þ ��̂i, t̂i ¼ tð0Þ þ �t̂i, where �ð0Þ ¼ �E0 � VtX0

and tð0Þ ¼ �E1 � VtX1 are constant over the lattice, with
Es¼0;1 ¼ �@

2=ð2mÞR d2rwiðrÞr2wiþsðrÞ and Xs¼0;1 ¼R
d2rfcos2ðk0zÞ þ �cos2ðk0xÞgwiðrÞwiþsðrÞ. The terms

��̂i and �t̂i are due to the pump and cavity incommensu-
rate potentials and vanish when the pump laser is off,
� ¼ 0. In this limit the model reduces to the regular
Bose-Hubbard model exhibiting a MI-superfluid (SF) tran-
sition as a function of the parameters � and t [18]. When

� � 0, still ti ¼ tð0Þ since �t̂i is negligible, while

��̂i¼�V1J
ðiÞ
0 �@

s20
�̂2
effþ�2

�̂ð2�̂effZ
ðiÞ
0 þu0�̂YðiÞ

0 Þ: (4)

Here, JðiÞ0 ¼ R
d2rcos2ðkxÞwiðrÞ2 scales the strength of the

classical transverse potential due to the laser and is con-

stant for the sites with the same x value, ZðiÞ
0 ¼

R
d2rcosðkxÞcosðkzÞwiðrÞ2 and YðiÞ

0 ¼ R
d2rcos2ðkzÞ�

wiðrÞ2 are due the cavity field, whereas �̂eff ¼ �c �
u0
P

iY
ðiÞ
0 n̂i=K is an operator and accounts for the frequency
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shift due to the atoms [24,26]. Remarkably, the cavity
effects are scaled by the operator

�̂ ¼ XK

i¼1

ZðiÞ
0 n̂i=K; (5)

which originates from the long-range interaction mediated
by the cavity field and is related to the mean intracavity

photon number since ncav / h�̂2i. Its mean value vanishes

when the atomic gas forms a MI state: h�̂iMI / P
iZ

ðiÞ
0 ¼ 0,

since there is no coherent scattering into the cavity mode.

Also deep in the SF phase h�̂iSF ! 0. Close to the MI-SF
phase transition, however, fluctuations in the atomic den-

sity lead to finite values of h�̂i and, hence, to a finite
intracavity photon number. The dependence of the chemi-

cal potential on the operator �̂ is a peculiar property of our
model that distinguishes it from the case of a bichromatic
optical lattice [20,21], where the strength of the incom-
mensurate potential is independent of the phase of the
ultracold atomic gas.

We first analyze the ground state of the Bose-Hubbard
Hamiltonian, Eq. (3), when the system can be reduced
to a one-dimensional (1D) lattice along the cavity axis
(� � 1). In 1D the effect of the transverse potential [first
term in Eq. (4)] is a constant shift which can be reabsorbed
in the chemical potential. Figure 2(a) displays the phase
diagram in the �-t plane evaluated by means of a quantum
Monte Carlo calculation [27]. The compressibility is deter-
mined by using � ¼ @ �n

@� , with �n ¼ P
ihn̂ii=K the mean

density, while the SF density is obtained by extrapolating
the Fourier transform of the pseudo current-current corre-
lation function Jð!Þ [27] to zero frequency [see the inset in
Fig. 2(b)]. The gray regions indicate the MI states at

densities �n ¼ 1, 2, and the blue regions a compressible
phase where the SF density vanishes, while outside the
phase is SF. The effect of cavity backaction is evident at

low tunneling, where h�̂i � 0: Here the size of the MI
regions is reduced. At larger tunneling a direct MI-SF
transition occurs, and the MI-SF phase boundary merges
with the one found for s0 ¼ 0: In fact, for larger quantum

fluctuations h�̂i ! 0 in the thermodynamic limit. This
feature is strikingly different from the situation in which
the incommensurate potential is classical [30,31]: There,
the MI lobes shrink at all values of t with respect to the
pure case. The atomic density and corresponding value of

h�̂i are displayed in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) as a function of �
for different values of the transverse laser intensity (thus
s0): The incommensurate potential builds in the blue
region of the diagram, which we label by BG, where the
number of intracavity photons does not vanish. Figure 2(d)
displays the local density distribution hn̂ii and the local
density fluctuations in the BG region: The density oscil-
lates in a quasiperiodic way over clusters in which the
atoms scatter in phase into the cavity mode. The fluctua-

tions are larger at the points where ZðiÞ
0 , which oscillates at

the cavity modewavelength, becomes out of phase with the
trapping potential. Note that by means of this rearrange-
ment the fields emitted by each clusters add up coherently:
In this way the density distribution maximizes scattering
into the cavity mode. This distribution is reminiscent of a
density wave, which is characterized by a zero order
parameter and nonvanishing compressibility. We denote
the corresponding region by BG, which stands for Bose
glass, using the terminology applied in Refs. [30,31] to
similar density distributions found in the bichromatic
Bose-Hubbard model.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Results of quantum Monte Carlo simulations for a 1D lattice (� � 1) with 100 sites and periodic
boundary conditions. (a) Phase diagram in the �-t plane for s0 ¼ 0:004�. The gray regions indicate incompressible phases at density
�n ¼ 1, 2, the blue region the gapless phases with vanishing SF density. The dotted lines indicate the incompressible phases in the
absence of the pump laser (s0 ¼ 0) [27]. (b) Linear density �n and (c) h�̂i versus � for t ¼ 0:053U and s0=� ¼ 0:003 (triangles),
s0=� ¼ 0:004 (circles), and s0 ¼ 0 (squares): The number of photons is different from zero for the parameters of the BG regions in (a).
Inset: Fourier transform of the pseudo current-current correlation function Jð!Þ [27] for the parameters indicated by the arrows in (b).
(d) Local density distribution hn̂ii (empty points joined by the blue curve) and local density fluctuations hn̂2i i � hn̂ii2 (filled points
joined by the red curve) as a function of the site for� ¼ 0 and s0 ¼ 0:004�. The values of s0 ¼

ffiffiffiffi
K

p
�g0=�a are found from g0=2� ¼

14:1 MHz, �=2� ¼ 1:3 MHz, and detunings about �a=2� ¼ 58 GHz [13]. The other parameters are �c ¼ �5�, k=k0 ¼ 785=830 as
in Ref. [13], and Gs was taken from Ref. [37].
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The two-dimensional (2D) case is studied by means of a
mean-field calculation [18,32] for a pumping strength s0
such that max fjh��̂iijg<U. Here, the transverse laser
determines the transverse density distribution even when
the cavity field is zero. In this case the MI lobes at t ¼ 0
shrink due to the classical incommensurate field. Because of
the classical potential, in general no direct MI-SF transition
is expected [33]. Figure 3(a) displays the order parameter,

� ¼ P
ihb̂ii=K, in the �-t plane and for density �n � 1.

The solid curve indicates where the gap in the spectrum
is different from zero, corresponding to vanishing density

fluctuations �% ¼ ðn2 � �n2Þ1=2, for n2 ¼ P
ihn̂2i i=K

[34,35]. The dashed line separates the parameter region
where the number of intracavity photons is at least 2 orders
of magnitude larger than outside. For comparison the dia-
gram for ncav ’ 0 is reported in the inset. A larger region
with vanishing � appears when the atoms are strongly
coupled to the cavity. The analysis of the corresponding
density distribution shows a peculiar behavior. Figure 3(b)
displays the local density for �c ¼ �5� for the parameters
indicated by the point in (a): The coupling with the resona-
tor induces the formation of clusters with checkerboard
density distribution, where the atoms scatter in phase into
the cavity mode. At the border of the clusters, the density
fluctuates, so as to allow the fields scattered by each cluster
to interfere constructively. The inset shows that the cluster-
ing disappears when cavity backaction is negligible. In this
latter case the field at the cavity output is zero, while when
the effect of cavity backaction is relevant it has a finite
intensity for a finite range of values of t [Fig. 3(c)]. When
the tunneling rate is instead sufficiently large, there is no
clustering and the atomic density becomes uniform along
the cavity axis. Thus, the competition between themechani-
cal effects of the cavity field and quantum fluctuations leads

to the creation of these clusters, which exhibit properties
ranging from a BG to a strongly correlated SF and then
disappear when tunneling becomes large.
In conclusion, we predicted an instance of self-

organization of a quantum gas in a high-finesse resonator
that is triggered by quantum fluctuations of the atomic
motion and could be observed in existing experimental
setups [13,36].
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